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Faculty Update

tember 9th, 2016, Wenzhou-Kean
University
held the Class of 2020
Opening Ceremony. In
attendance were Mr.
QIAN Sanxiong, the
Deputy Secretary of the
Wenzhou
Municipal
Party Committee; Mr.
Frank Wang, the Chairman of the WKU Board
of Directors;
WKU
Chancellor and Beijing
Normal Professor LU
Shanzhen; Mr. Philip
Connelly, the Executive
Vice Chancellor of WKU,
and Dr. Holger Henke,
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
The 2016 entering
class consists of 480 Tier
1 students from ten
provinces all over China
and nine exchange stu-

Students and staff attending the ceremony

dents from Kean USA.
One international student, Njau George Solomon from Tanzania (see
also article on p. 11),
also participated in the
ceremony.
Chancellor LU Shanzhen said, “Today’s
world is a world of
openness and cooperation.
Wenzhou-Kean

University’s mission is:
commitment to preparing high-performing Chinese and international
students to become innovative and entrepreneurial leaders in a
knowledge-based economy. It will contribute
to China’s educational
cont.’d on p.2

WKU Alumni attend Speech by former
U.S. Secretary of Labor
On September 17 a special celebration was
held in New York in honor of Dr. James Si-Cheng
Chao, father of the former U.S. Secretary of

Labor Elaine Chao. Dr.
Chao was the recipient
of the Renwen Society
of China Institute’s first
Lifetime Achievement
Award for philanthropy.

Eleven WKU alumni
(current Kean graduates) and four WKU exchange students were
invited to join the celecont.’d on p.3
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“WKU will
contribute to
preparing
students’ to
become
innovative and
entrepreneurial
leaders with
critical and
innovative
thinking skills,
as well as global
thinking ability.”
LU Shanzhen,
Chancellor of WKU
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Student speaker LOU Minghui during her presentation

reform and serve as a
model for other ChineseAmerican higher education initiatives. Developing students’ critical and
innovative thinking skills
as well as global thinking
ability have always been
the essence of Americanstyle education.”
Executive Vice Chancellor Connelly, in his speech,
encouraged the whole
WKU community to work
hard to elevate the University to the status of a
world-class institution. He
also played a video of
Kean University President
Dr. Dawood Farahi, sending greetings to the new
students from 8,000 miles
away in the United States.
Faculty representative
Professor Dr. Vinita Gaikwad shared a brief story
with the audience. The
essence was: Effort is important, but knowledge
about where and how to
make an effort makes all
the difference.

New student speaker
Ms. LIN Yinan and Senior
student speaker Ms. LOU
Minghui also presented.
Ms. LOU said, “College life
is like an adventure, full of
opportunities and challenges. Let’s live boldly.
Push ourselves harder.
Don’t settle.”
Mr. QIAN Sanxiong, the
Deputy Secretary of Wenzhou Municipal Party
Committee
remarked,
“Today’s Wenzhou-Kean
University has the central
authorities’ care and
attention and the Wen-

zhou Municipal Party
Committee’s and government’s full support. And
you have nearly 100 foreign faculty with a global
vision and high academic
level who have come all
the way from the United
States or other countries
to teach here.
I would say with such
good timing, geographical
convenience and harmonious human relations,
the University will surely
have a brighter future.
The Wenzhou Municipal
Party Committee and
Wenzhou government will
continue to support the
development of WKU and
make every endeavor to
provide all kinds of facilities and support to the
teachers and students’
work, study and life here.
I hope that you can
actively merge into Wenzhou, love Wenzhou and
accumulate more ‘positive
energy’ for the city’s development.”

Mr. Frank Wang delivering his speech during the event
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Zhejiang Education Department General
Director visits WKU
On September 28th, Mr.
Liu Xiping, General Director of Zhejiang Education
Department and Ms.
Zheng Chaoyang, Deputy
Mayor of Wenzhou Municipal Government, led a
delegation to visit Wenzhou-Kean
University.
Mr. Frank Wang, Chairman of WKU Board of

Directors and Mr. Philip
Connelly, Executive Vice
President of WKU, accompanied this delegation.
Mr. Wang Zhenbin,
Director of Zhejiang Preschool Education Division; Mr. Huang Liang,
Director of Educational
Supervision Division; Mr.

Ren Xuebao, Director of
Teaching and Research
Office; Mr. Zheng Jianhai,
Director-general of Wenzhou Education Bureau;
Dr. Li Xiaokun, President
of Wenzhou University;
Mr. Qiu Yi; Mr. Lv Fan,
the Secretary of the Party
Committee and President
cont.’d on p.10

L. to r.: Mr. Frank Wang, Mr. Connelly and Mr. Liu Xiping during the
campus tour

cont.’d from p.1, Alumni attend Speech

bration. Dr. Chao and his
daughter spoke about
their family’s immigrant
experiences in a talk entitled “From Home to a
New Homeland.” WKU
alumni served as volunteers to offer on-site assistance for this event.
This event was hosted
by the Renwen Society of
the China Institute and
the Confucius Institute,
and held at State University of New York College
of Optometry. Dr. Chao
founded Foremost Maritime Corporation from
scratch, and now it has
become a global leader in
ship design and technology. His six daughters are
all graduates from prestigious universities, including College of William
and Mary, Columbia University and Harvard Business School. His first
daughter, the Honorable
Elaine L. Chao, served as

U.S. Secretary of Labor
from 2001 to 2009. She
is the first AsianAmerican woman in
American history to serve
in the President’s Cabinet.
Dr. Chao has dedicated his whole life to promoting education, volunteerism, and philanthropy. Now in his nineties,
Dr. Chao and his family
donated US$50 million to
construct a new building
for the Harvard Business
School. In Dr. Chao’s
speech, he attributed his
and his family’s success
to faith, fortitude, foresight and philanthropy.
These Chinese traditional
qualities gave him competitive advantages in
doing business in a western environment.
Dr. Chao also told the
audience his entrepreneurial experiences and
his family’s stories. The

Honorable Elaine L. Chao
was the last speaker of
the event. She shared
her own story and
offered some advice for
the young audience.
The WKU student volunteers’ work was highly
praised by the organizer.
After the celebration,
volunteers took a photo
with Dr. and Ms. Chao.
Ms. Haina Zhu, the lead
representative of WKU
alumni, said she would
provide more practical
opportunities for WKU
students to see the world
and carry forward the
WKU spirit of serving society and seeking volunteer activities like Ms.
Chao. Ms. Chao served
as the Director of the
Peace Corps (1991-2002),
responsible for organizing international volunteers to serving countries, such as Latvia and
Estonia.

WKU students posing with Dr. and
Ms. Chao and other members of his
family
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Welcoming New Faculty Colleagues
With

the Fall 2016 semester, many new faculty members will assume

teaching, research and service responsibilities at WKU. The University
takes great pride in this further expansion of its faculty and in the following pages we briefly introduce the new professors (in no particular
order).

Gabriel Ertsgaard
Dr.

Dr. Gabriel Ertsgaard

Gabriel Ertsgaard
recently completed his
Doctor of Letters, Global
Studies concentration, at
Drew University in New
Jersey. His dissertation,
“Saint Brendan’s Green

Voyage: Sustainable Insights from a Medieval
Irish Legend,” received
the Dean Pain Prize for
interdisciplinary scholarship.
He previously taught
college composition at

Caldwell University in
New Jersey, and ESL in
South Korea and the nation of Georgia. Gabriel
writes poetry and fairy
tales in his spare time.

WalMart.
His work has received
awards from several international design journals including: Graphis,
Communication
Arts,
HOW magazine, Creative
Quarterly, Dallas Society
of Visual Communicators,
American Institute of
Graphic Arts, and Univer-

sity and College Designers Association.
Mr. Clark is married
with 5 children and 10
grandchildren. Prior to
coming to WKU, Randy
was a tenured professor
at South Dakota State
University.

universities in Saudi Arabia and China.
His approach to language teaching is informed by ecologicalsemiotic and task/project
based theories and methodologies.

Aaron is also an experienced Kung Fu and Tai
Chi instructor, and would
be happy to teach a class
for WKU faculty.

Randy Clark
Professor

Randy Clark

Clark took the
long way to get into higher education. He worked
in the field of graphic design for 20 years before
entering graduate school.
He has done work for
the Utah Jazz NBA basketball franchise, the
Utah Symphony, Warner
Brothers, PEP Boys, and

Aaron Cross
Aaron

Aaron Cross
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Cross hails from
the Gold Coast in Australia and is a new faculty
member in the English
department.
He has
taught ESL courses at
schools in South Korea
and ESL/EAP courses at
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Robert Price
Robert

Price studied at
Temple University in Philadelphia before receiving
his Masters in TESOL at
the College of New Jersey.
He has since worked in
the United States, Indo-

nesia and in China, specifically the provinces of
Xinjiang,
Fujian
and
Zhejiang. Robert is a language enthusiast who is
particularly interested in
Sino-Tibetan and Austronesian languages as well
as positive and negative

L1 to L2 transfer.
He enjoys researching
the dialectal varieties of
various language families
and hopes to imbue the
same appreciation and
enthusiasm for language
learning in others.

University in Seoul.
Ted has held professor, lecturer, researcher
and administrator positions at universities and
colleges in the United
States, S. Korea, Oman,
Saudi Arabia, Thailand,
Tanzania, and China. He

has published both creative works and studies of
syntactic and semantic
issues in second language
acquisition and language
education pedagogy.
Dr.
Slautterback
serves as the Director for
English at WKU.

Singapore and overseas
gives her the privilege to
explore the learning and
teaching in the East and
West. These overseas
experiences have further
inspired her passion in
mathematics pedagogy.
Her
mathematical
background and experi-

ence in mathematics and
education research have
helped her greatly in
mathematics
teaching
and learning. She enjoys
working at the WenzhouKean University because
of its diversity and pleasant environment.

ples and pedagogy are
based on ecologicalsemiotic language theory,
as well as autonomy and
investment.
Her professional interests range from multi-

modal learning and multiliteracies to curriculum
alignment with student
investment. Her personal
interests include art, design and knitting.

Robert Price

Ted Slautterback
Ted

Slautterback earned
BA and MA degrees in
English from the University of Georgia, where he
taught composition and
literature. While serving
in foreign missions, he
earned a Ph.D. in Applied
Linguistics from Hanyang

Dr. Ted Slautterback

Leng Leng Lim
Leng

Leng Lim holds a
Ph.D. in Mathematics
from Massey University
in New Zealand.
She has previously
worked and taught in
Australia, China, New
Zealand, Singapore and
Taiwan.
Having been
educated and taught in

Dr. Leng Leng Lim

Mallory Stiley
Mallory

Stiley has been
teaching English overseas
since 2006.
She has
taught in South Korea,
Saudi Arabia and China. Her teaching princi-

Mallory Stiley
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WKU Student Recalls Summer Visit to Costa Rica
by Jin “Caralee” Fan

Yesterday

Caralee (3rd from left) and Qifan
Yang (4th from right)

The beautiful landscapes of Costa
Rica (above and below)
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when I was
chatting with my professor about the summer
vacation, he was really
excited. “So you have
been to Costa Rica! You
are among the very few
Chinese I know taking trip
there!” I laughed, “Yeah
it was a really memorable
experience!”
Being so lucky to be
selected as one of the
two WKUers to go to Costa Rica, I enjoyed a wonderful trip. Although just
spending 5 days in that
small country, I was totally impressed.
Costa
Rica
never
makes people feel tired.
After waking up at two
o’clock in the morning,
transferring airline and
finally arriving at the airport, all of us were exhausted. Hoping to have
a rest quickly, we got in
the car. However, the
scenery we were driving
through was beyond imagination. The road was
surrounded by a vast
plain. It seemed endless
and when I looked far
away, I felt that the plain
gradually became part of
the sky.
Horses and
sheep walked leisurely on
grass and they were not
afraid of cars and people.
I suddenly felt that I had
walked into a beautiful
painting in the museum.

The wonderful nature
I never seen in reality
before was just in front
of me. It totally shocked
me, a girl grown up in the
city, and so did the others. Being afraid of missing anything, everyone
was looking out of the
window to capture the
beauty. Some people
even began to sing and
swing in the car, forgetting the tiring trip they
just had.
Spending time in Costa
Rica was really comfortable and relaxed. We enjoyed delicious food
there. People did not
have to worry about polluted foods as it was
completely fresh. Fruits
were picked just before
the meal. Fish and meat
tasted so good that we
felt we did not need any
seasoning. In addition,
frequent rain kept the air
fresh. The sky was pure
blue and rivers were like
crystal. My heart gradually got calm and relaxed.
The trip to Costa Rica
was also interesting. A
professor from University
of Costa Rica gave lectures to us of his prestigious research results
about leaf-cutting ants.
We were not only able to
see those little animals
through videos, but also
looked at them closely in
reality. Many of us expe-

rienced first time to dig
ant holes. Ants and soil
were on our hands, rain
began to pour, but none
of us stopped. It was really excited and interesting to get close to
those
species
and
learned about their custom.
Costa Rica is not just a
country to have fun. We
cultivated our scientific
abilities and also built
strong teamwork. There
were dozens of research
reports from previous
studies, and we learned
about thoughtful minds
and scientific ideas by
reviewing and discussing
about them. The professor also provided useful
knowledge for us to carry
out experiments.
In the laboratory, we
were
impressed
by
aligned containers that
were full of ants, including the queen. Various
kinds of research have
been carried out here. It
was the first time that I
went into a real laboratory. It was totally different
from what I had in high
school and helped me
realize the responsibilities a scientist carries.
We were formed into
different groups randomly and each group had
independent
projects.
cont.’d on p.7
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“He who
asks is a
fool for five
minutes,
but he who
does not
ask
remains a
fool
forever.”
Chinese proverb

cont.’d from p.6, Visit to Costa Rica

Although partners did not
know each other before,
every group carried out
strong teamwork.
We
cooperated with each
other closely to improve
our working efficiency. It
was amazing that after
just a few days we were
connected strongly both
within
and
between
groups.
This trip to Costa Rica
was a meaningful and
memorable
experience
for me as I was not only

impressed by the beautiful nature, but also
learned collaborating with
different people and
building scientific ideas
and knowledge. I am
lucky to meet such wonderful people during the
trip and I do hope that we
can remain connected
and also get more people
involved in this program
in the future.
Trekking in the jungle
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CPA Australia visits WKU
and emphasizes soft skills and English
On

“While
emphasizing the
importance of
‘soft skills,’
students must
also be strongly
proficient in their
English
communication
to be employed
by the ‘Big Four’
accounting
firms.”

Senior
accounting
attending the visit
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students

Tuesday, 6 September 2016, Mr. Toby Sun
from CPA Australia (CPA
AUS) Shanghai visited the
accounting faculty and
accounting students in
the College of Business
and Public Management
(CBPM) at WenzhouKean University (WKU).
Twenty-six
accounting
students attended this
special luncheon.
During his visit, Mr.
Sun introduced the global
services offered by CPA
AUS and explained the
steps and subjects, both
mandatory and elective,
for successful completion
of the Australian CPA
program/examination.
He showed statistics
on the pass rate for CPA
AUS versus CPA China
and informed the students of a scholarship
opportunity for those
interested in enrolling in
the Australian CPA program.
Mr. Sun provided insightful information regarding the accounting
job market and applicable salaries; the job functions/roles held by CPA’s;
the steps involved in the
“Big Four” interview process; as well as, the soft

skills employers are seeking in their potential new
hires. While emphasizing
the importance of “soft
skills”, Mr. Sun also explained that in order for
the students to be employed by the “Big Four”
accounting firms, they
must be strongly proficient in their English
communication.
A very interesting
point made was that the
“Big Four” no longer look
to fill their employment
vacancies with only accounting majors but also
with talented individuals
from various disciplines
who have strong soft
skills and English proficiency. After starting employment with these accounting firms, all individuals go through extensive
training to prepare them
to perform the duties of
their job.
Also attending the
presentation portion of
Mr. Sun’s visit was Mr.
Philip Connelly, Executive
Vice Chancellor of WKU.
Mr. Connelly provided
valuable input to the accounting students to include the importance of
networking. As a result,
the students created a
WeChat group to facili-

tate continued open
communications with Mr.
Sun/CPA AUS.
Following Mr. Sun’s
presentation, discussions
were held with accounting faculty on how
to further prepare the
accounting students for
success during their job
interview process and
thereafter their careers.
The primary focus was
how the CBPM and CPA
AUS could further collaborate to develop those
critical soft skills sought
by employers.
CPA AUS is a vital resource
in
providing
WKU’s Students Career
Development
Center
(SCDC) with potential
accounting
internships
and job opportunities.
Since his visit, Mr. Sun
has provided information
to the SCDC about Spring
2017 internship recruitments by a few “Big
Four” accounting firms.
The accounting faculty
and accounting students
of WKU CBPM would like
to thank Mr. Victor Zhiye
Chen, Coordinator of the
Students Career Development Center (SCDC), for
arranging this very important and insightful
visit.
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Dan Trotter
Dan Trotter is a native of
South Carolina, where his
three children and five
grandchildren reside. A
former lawyer with a J.D.
and Ph.D. from the University of South Carolina,
Dr. Trotter’s teaching career has been focused on
China, where he and his
wife Linda have instructed
at four Chinese universi-

ties before his arrival at
Wenzhou-Kean University.
Dr. Trotter has taught
courses in business law,
human resources, and
international
business
(among others) at Shanghai Foreign Languages
University, Jimei University, Ningbo University, and
Shantou University. He

has published a book concerning his experiences in
China, entitled Redneck in
Red China. The book has
been translated into Chinese and published in China, and is entitled China –
My Hongyanzhiji. His current academic interests
are business law and business ethics.

Entrepreneurial Finance
course and mentored Kuwaiti
student
teams
launching new ventures.
Rudy’s research interests focus on the modelling of new venture failure
rates using Markov chains
as well as the design of
corporate innovation programs.
Rudy earned the Master’s Degree and completed all examinations and
coursework for the Ph.D.
Degree (ABD) in Regional
Science from the University of Pennsylvania.
While attending UP-

ENN, he was a Research
Fellow at the Center for
Risk and Decision Processes—The Wharton School.
He also earned the Master’s Degree in Regional
Economics from Boston
College and the Bachelor
of Arts Degree in Economics from the University of
Pittsburgh.
He has published several peer-reviewed articles in such journals as
the Journal of Financial
Engineering and the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management.

Dr. Dan Trotter

Rudy Yaksick
Rudolph Yaksick is an educator and financial economist specializing in New
Venture
Development
and Entrepreneurial Finance. He has 10 years’
experience as a University
Faculty member, including appointments at Clark
University and Boston
University MBA programs.
Most recently (2014),
he was a Visiting Assistant
Professor at Gulf University of Science & Technology (GUST-Kuwait) on secondment from U. Massachusetts-Lowell. At GUST,
he taught the MBA-level

Rudy Yaksick

Global Lectures Series
“Changing Gender Roles among Young Adults: Understanding Dating,
Mate Selection, and Fertility in China”
Dr. Sampson Lee Blair (State University of New York, Buffalo)

November 7, 2016 • 12—1 pm
General Education Hall, B101
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Yandang Friendship Awards
During a recent ceremo-

Mr. Connelly (above) and Dr.
Michelena (below) during the
presentation

ny Executive Vice Chancellor Phil Connelly and
Biology professor Dr. Toby Michelena received
the City of Wenzhou’s
Yandang
Friendship
award for contributions
made to the development of the city.
Mr. Connelly, who
spoke on behalf of the 15
resident foreign experts
receiving the award, recounted Wenzhou-Kean
University’s
trajectory
from the very beginning

EVC Connelly (seated, 4th from the right) and Dr. Michelena
(standing, 4th from the left) posing with their awards

and highlighted President
Xi Jinping’s role and con-

tinuing interest in the
university.

cont.’d from p.3, General Director Visits WKU

Impromptu visit with a class pursuing
fieldwork
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of Wenzhou Medical University; and Mr. An Jin,
Deputy Director of Wenzhou Education Bureau,
joined this visit.
During a tour of the
campus Mr. Liu visited
public spaces, the B Wing
5th floor coffee shop and
faculty-staff lounge. He
also had conversations
with the faculty and students, getting to know
their lives and studies at
WKU.
In the meeting that
followed, Mr. Wang
briefly reported to Mr.
Liu on the University’s
current operations. WKU
now has 1,612 students
and about 96 faculty
members. WKU features
American-style education
combined with of Chinese traditional culture

teaching. WKU is now
pressing ahead the reform of Gaokao admissions and is launching
more unique programs.
Mr. Wang said, “WKU
has already applied for
four new programs, hoping to expand the admission number next year.
And we are also working
on creating WKU as a
TOEFL test location.
WKU will make full use of
its advantage in training
of
English
language
teachers,
leadership
training, innovation and
entrepreneurship training. We hope to establish
an
interactive
platform with Wenzhou
Medical University and
Wenzhou
University,
pushing the process of
universities serving com-

munity.”
Mr. Wang also said he
expected the Provincial
Education
Department
could continue to support the University.
Executive Vice Chancellor Connelly welcomed
Mr. Liu, as well as the
entire delegation, and he
expressed his gratitude
for the Provincial and
Municipal governments’
continued care and support. He said, “I hope
more foreign faculty and
international
students
could join WKU so as to
push the internationalization. WKU has been actively integrated into the
local community and the
city. We aim to create a
truly world-class American style university without walls.”
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WKU’s first international student
Njau

George Solomon
from Tanzania is special
among this academic
year’s group of freshman
students. In fact, George
is the first globally recruited student, majoring in
computer science.
In the second half of
July, George applied to
Wenzhou-Kean University. After three weeks, he
got the admission notice
from WKU. After passing
the interview, he successfully became the first international student at
WKU.
George’s sister is an
engineer, and she currently working in Guangzhou. This July, one of his
sister’s friends recom-

mended him to come to
WKU. “This is a new and
promising university; this
was the comment from
that friend. And this is
exactly how I am feeling
now.”
On George’s bookshelf
the photos of his father,
mother and sister are
placed right in the middle.
George says, “Wenzhou is
really far away from Dar
es Salaam. First, I need fly
to Kenya and transfer to
Bangkok, then depart for
Guangzhou. And at last I
fly from Guangzhou to
Wenzhou. It takes me 3
days in total on traveling.
“My dad passed away last
year from illness. These
pictures can help combat

my homesickness and
also encourage me to
study hard at this university,” he noted.
When asked about his
impression of Wenzhou,
George says, “Wenzhou is
a modernized city. People here are very nice to
me. I have made some
friends here; we sometimes hang out to the
MixC Mall and Wenzhou
College town (ChaShan)
on weekends.”
Within one month,
George has leaned to use
chopsticks very well.
“Wenzhou food is very
delicious. Despite some
spicy ones, I love the rest
of them,” he says.

George (l.) meeting with one of
his fellow WKU students
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